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Abstract

Giving access to energy and water budgets, Surface Temperature (ST) is considered as a key variable for a wide range of applicat
applications
cations in particular for meteorology and
climatology. An accurate knowledge of this variable should significantly improve the monitoring of numerous atmospheric and surf
surface
urface processes as well as their interactions.
EvenEven-though satellite sensors bring ST global fields at different spatial and temporal scales, the accuracy of these products is still questionable especially over land or for
complex atmospheric conditions (presence of clouds, of aerosols, etc.).
“Look--upAt LMD, the ST is determined through the simultaneous “Look
up-Table” inversion of METOP/IASI radiances in terms of Aerosol Optical Depth (AOD), dust layer mean
altitude and surface temperature (e.g. Capelle et al., 2014). With the objective of validations this IASIIASI-ST was compared to other
other ST estimations : ECMWF forecasts (fcst) and
satellite retrievals: MODISMODIS-AQUA, MODISMODIS-TERRA, AATSR and SEVIRI. In order to avoid the difficulty of comparing different sets of ST retrieved at different time, the
comparison was done on the difference between each instrument and ECMWF fcst interpolated at each satellite time measurement. A special attention has been paid to the
impact of dust on these comparisons.
The main result of our comparative study is that the difference IASI/ECMWF fcst ST is almost not sensitive to the presence of
of dust whereas it impacts significantly all other
comparisons, in particular during daytime. Principally for MODIS and to a lesser extent AATSR and SEVIRI, the biases between the 4 satellites and ECMWF fcst decrease in
presence of dust, corresponding to a decrease of the satellite STs estimation. At the same time standard deviation increase wher
whereas
hereas it remains constant for IASI. This result
would imply that for these satellites, the ST estimate is impacted by the presence of dust that drive out to an underestimation.
underestimation. IASI ST determined simultaneously with dust
properties appears less impacted.
Nighttime statistics showed better agreement between IASI and the other ST products probably due to the fact that during nightti
nighttime
ttime AQUA, TERRA and AATSR are less
sensitive to AOD variability. When dust is weak, differences between satellite and ECMWF fcst become similar: For daytime observ
observations,
ervations, a negative bias of about 5K for
ECMWF over Sahara compared to all the other ST products is found. Nighttime comparisons showed better agreement between ECMWF
ECMWF and all the other ST products with a
near equal zero bias for all the subsub-regions for IASI.

Name

Spatial resolution

Acquisition time

IASI

12 km (spot
diameter)

09:30 A.M.

AATSR

1km (pixel 1km x
1km at Nadir)

10:00 A.M.

TERRA

1 km (pixel 1km x
1km at Nadir)

10:30 A.M./P.M

AQUA

1 km (pixel 1km x
1km at Nadir)

01:30 A.M./P.M

ECMWF

0.75°gridded data

Every 3h since 00:00

SEVIRI

3 km (pixel 3km x
3km at Nadir)

Every 15min from
00:07:30

 Method based on pre-computed Look Up Table
 2 steps inversion scheme:
- Determination of the atmospheric state (T, H2O)
- Simultaneous retrieval of aerosol properties
(AOD, altitude) and surface temperature
 use monthly surface emissivity database described in
Capelle et al.JAMC, 2012
 IASI-A dust retrievals up to Day-1 can be visualized or
downloaded on http://ara.abct.lmd.polytechnique.fr

 In presence of dust, AQUA, TERRA and to a lesser extent SEVIRI and
AATSR present a decreasing bias against ECMWF, due to a systematic
decrease of their ST estimation (up to 4K) not observed by IASI nor by
ECMWF, and an increase of the standard deviation.
 ST for these satellites seem to be significantly underestimated in
presence of dust, in particular during daytime.
 IASI ST, determined simultaneously with dust properties, appears
less impacted.

Pierangelo et al. 2004, ACP; Pierangelo et al. 2005, GRL; Peyridieu et al. 2010, ACP;
Peyridieu et al. 2013, ACP; Capelle et al. 2014, ACP.

3. Experiment details

2. Data pre-processing

Description of the different study cases :
Experiments description :

 Spatial up-scaling and temporal interpolation
•
•

•

• Low spatial resolution for IASI and ECMWF LST compared
to MODIS, AATSR and SEVIRI spatial resolution.

Figure 1. SEVIRI surface temperature for 2011-01-01

Key results
 In absence of dust, satellites ST vs ECMWF fcs ST biases are similar.
The bias is found to be close to 0K over sea and only at night over arid
surface, whereas it can reach 4-6K during day over arid regions.

Data and experiment details

Table 1. Data spatial and temporal
resolution details

1. Data description

Overview of IASI dust and ST
inversion methodology

 IASI is 12 times coarser than AATSR and MODIS and 4
times coarser than SEVIRI at Nadir.

All available data have been up-scaled and
set at a 0.75° grid.
A temporal interpolation has been
performed for ECMWF forecasts in order
to have a new temporal resolution of 1
hour instead of 3 hours.
IASI, SEVIRI, MODIS and AATSR data have
been temporally aggregated by
considering only the acquisition hour
instead of taking the exact acquisition
time.

• In order to avoid to compare ST at

• The monthly biases and SDVs have been
estimated over all the considered area and over
some homogeneous sub-regions of the study
area (see Table 2).

different acquisition times, ECMWF
forecast STs were used as
reference for the comparison of
IASI, MODIS, AATSR and SEVIRI
STs.

• Statistics exclude few outliers for which the
absolute difference between the considered ST
and the reference one exceeds 15K.

• The comparisons are based on
the estimation of the monthly ST
bias and SDV versus the reference
ST (ECMWF fcst).

•We have observed that AATSR ST retrievals are
less numerous and that the number of
observations per month decreases where the
AOD increases.

Table 2. Details of the sub-regions location in the
study area
Reference
data
Sub-region
characteristics

• For the sub-region statistics only pixels where
more than 5 observations per month exist are
considered.

High AOD
Low AOD

ECMWF
sub-region
coordinates

SEVIRI
sub-region
coordinates

Latitude : 15°
 20°|| Longitude : -5°
 5°
Latitude : 20°
30°
Longitude : 25°
 30°

Sea

Latitude : 0°  10°|| Longitude : -25°
 -15°

Sahel

Latitude : 10°
 15°|| Longitude : 10°
 20

Results and discussion

Comparison of ST satellite products Vs ECMWF forecast product
Sahel case (Fig. 2-c)
High AOD case (Fig. 2-b)
This area is characterized by a large
increase of the AOD during summer
(from 0.1 to 0.7).
 IASI shows almost constant bias
(~6K) all over the year 2011 except for
August (~5K) associated to a maximum
of AOD.

Daytime statistics
High AOD

 As for daytime AOD increase during
summer.

 When AOD is small (i.e. in winter), all the
satellites present a similar bias

 IASI bias in winter is -1K and tends to 0
during summer.

 When AOD increases, IASI bias remains
almost constant until May while it decreases for
the other satellites (that corresponds to the
decreasing of the estimate ST).

 For AATSR, AQUA and TERRA, biases
observed with ECMWF are correlated with AOD
variation : close to IASI during winter when
AOD is low, they decrease in summer to -2K for
AATSR and AQUA and more than -4 K for
AQUA.

 IASI bias decreases between June and
October, correlated with a decrease of the
retrieved AOD. This can be explained by an
insufficient dust/surface de-correlation during the
retrieval.

 For AATSR, AQUA and TERRA a
significant negative correlation between
AOD and the bias have been observed :
the higher the AOD the lower the bias
with ECMWF (corresponding to a
decrease of their retrieved ST).

 A more stable SDV (about 2.5K) is observed for
IASI compared to AATSR, AQUA and TERRA
which show higher SDVs seemingly correlated
with the AOD variability over the year 2011.

 IASI is the most robust in the
presence of high AODs with the lowest
SDV (around 3K) .

High AOD case (Fig. 5-b)

 as previously, the AOD increases during
summer.

Nighttime statistics
Sahel case (Fig. 5-c)
 IASI presents the lowest bias for
almost the whole year with a good
agreement towards AATSR for the
periods of lower AOD.

High AOD

 A near equal SDV (about 2K) is
observed for both IASI and AATSR
with slightly larger ones for AQUA
and TERRA which seems more
correlated to the AOD variability .

 The best SDV is obtained for AATSR with
almost constant value of 1K for the whole study
period.
 A slightly larger almost constant SDV is
observed for IASI (~2K) compared to higher ST
variability for both AQUA and TERRA
exceeding 3K.

Low AOD

Low AOD

Sahel

Sahel

Figure 2-b. Daytime monthly biases and
SDVs for High AOD case

Figure 5-b. Nighttime monthly biases and
SDVs for High AOD case

Sea
Sea

Figure 2-a. Daytime monthly biases and
SDVs for Low AOD case

Figure 2-c. Daytime monthly biases and SDVs
for Sahel case

SEA case (Fig. 2-d)

Low AOD case (Fig. 2-a)

Figure 5-a. Nighttime monthly biases and
SDVs for low AOD case

 The AOD remains weak all along the year for
the considered area (<0.1)

 IASI have almost constant bias with
ECMWF fcst around 6K

 IASI, AATSR and MODIS have similar biases
compared to ECMWF ST all over the year 2011.

 IASI bias is almost constant and close to 0K,
in good agreement with AATSR for both bias and
SDV.

 IASI presents a slightly higher SDV compared
to MODIS and AATSR which could be due to the
remaining of unfiltered clouds.

 Higher negative biases are found for AQUA
and TERRA (around -2K) before July, which
corresponds to a colder ST compared to ECMWF
correlated with the 0.1 AOD.

 The SDV of all the satellites ST are nearly
constant over the study period.

 When AOD decrease, the bias become similar
to IASI and AATSR.

 A lower bias has been found for
AATSR (around 5K) and for AQUA (~2K)
and TERRA (~3K).
 Lower SDVs for IASI and AATSR
(around 2.5K) compared to MODIS
ones(~4K).

Figure 3-a. Daytime monthly mean AOD for December 2011

Figure 3-b. Daytime mean ST bias for December 2011

Figure 4-a. Daytime monthly mean AOD for July 2011

Figure 4-b. Daytime mean ST bias for July 2011
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SEA case (Fig. 5-d)

Low AOD case (Fig. 5-a)

In the region considered, no dust are
observed during the year.

 The AOD is almost constant (~0.1) until July
and decreases to 0 from August to December.

 A constant AOD of 0.1 is observed
over the entire year
Figure 2-d. Daytime monthly biases and
SDVs for Sea case

Figure 5-c. Nighttime monthly biases and
SDVs for Sahel case

 All the satellites present similar biases.

Figure 5-d. Nighttime monthly biases and
SDVs for Sea case

 IASI and AATSR present the best agreement
to ECMWF fcst compared to AQUA and TERRA
that seem slightly colder (~1K) over sea at night.
 IASI presents a similar SDV compared to
AQUA and TERRA (~1K) with a zero SDV for
AATSR all over the year 2011.
 The SDV of all the satellites STs are nearly
constant over the study period.

Figure 6-a. Nighttime monthly mean AOD for December 2011

Figure 7-a. Nighttime monthly mean AOD for July 2011

Figure 6-b. Nighttime mean ST bias for December 2011

Figure 7-b. Nighttime mean ST bias for July 2011
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Important links
AMMA Project web page : http://postel.obs-mip.fr/?Projet-AMMA,45
University of Leicester web page : https://le.ac.uk/
NASA REVERB web site : http://reverb.echo.nasa.gov/reverb/#utf8=%E2%9C%93&spatial_map=satellite&spatial_type=rectangle

